
The Best In
The Industry!

• /^l J-STAR
Rear drive.

This heavy duty enclosed drive system
features rugged high speed chain and
sprockets trouble free ball bearings and
massive alloy shafts Shafts are welded
and permanently aligned in the auger
tubing to eliminate shimming of flanges
and to maintain alignment Entire system
runs continuously in an enclosed oil
bath lor added protection and longer life

Conveyor unloads fast.
The 30-mch wide front conveyor provides
30% faster unloading than the auger-type
discharge systems withoutbinding or
wedging Performance-tested chain and
steel slat construction outwears and out-
performs conventional augerdischarges
The Oswalt conveyor does not allow
stringy, grainy roughage to clog up and
separate from other feed components
How is smooth and constant so rations
remain uniform Discharge chute is fitted
with a powerful magnet that keeps tramp
iron out offeed

Tuff-Glide conveyor liners greatly extend
the life of the conveyorpreventing rust
and wear Conveyor also features an
external chain take up lor easy
maintenance

Mix and process yourrations and hay... the Oswalt way
Belter design and more know-how

have made Oswalt the leader
In mixing.

the center of the reel which then simply
turns over with the reel and receives little
mixing. Your hay just gets a free ride and
your final mix is uneven at best In an
Oswalt TMFVHay Processor, the hay is
processed and evenly and aggressively
mixed throughout the ration It has no
place to hide. .

Oswalt TMR/Hay Processors are dearly
superior in their ability to mix all types of
ration ingredients, induding dry hay. A
reel-type mixer, particularly when fully
loaded, retains a quantity of the dry hay in

In an Oswalt, the notched bottom auger
working against the shear shelf, does the Only an Oswald

The Beet In
The Industry!

Exduaive conveyor drive.
The Oswall conveyor engages with a
simple trouble free dog clutch This
simple rugged clutch assembly was
designed to eliminate the problems
encountered with competitive designs
such as slippage and maintenance

These Oswalt Mixers do a better jobof mixing and carry the industry’s only five-year mixer warranty!

A Key element of mixing dry hay into a primary job of teanng the hay slabs apart
ration is processing the hay while all ration and reducing the length of long hay
ingredients are being mixed That means stems
tearing the hay apart and xeducmg fiber The aggresslve square ,op-augers (alength during the mixing process patented oswa|t ;xduslve)
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* ■— PROCESSORS
Quality Oswalt
Parts In Stock

Patented square auger design.
Proven square sectional top augers
provide outstanding agitator mixing
action Each unique square corner grabs
the ration to produce a thorough blending
of ingredients Heavy duty sectional
notched bottom auger and exclusive
Oswalt shear-shelf construction help
eliminate wedging by pulling roughage
materials apart
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DON’T GIVE
US YOUR
MONEY!

8% Financing Available!

LAPP’S BARN E
6935 OLD PHILADELPHIA PIKE, GAP, PA 17527

PHONE: 717-442-8134
SALES & SERVICE

NO MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

FOR 90 DAYS,
Plus...

90 DAY FREE
FINANCING!
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